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As part of Pacifica’s collaboration with the Eranos Foundation, we are 
pleased to offer two outstanding public programs in Switzerland this fall. 

ThE LEgAcy Tour from October 7–17, will take us from Zürich to Ascona and 
Eranos as we explore the origins, history, and significance of the life and work of 
C.G. Jung and its influence on the legacy of depth psychology. Robert Hinshaw, 
Jungian analyst and Daimon Verlag publisher, will be our tour guide on this 
extraordinary journey.

PsychE And ThE sAcrEd will take place at Eranos from October 20–24. In 
these unique and tranquil surroundings, Lionel Corbett, a Jungian analyst and 
Pacifica core faculty member, will lead us on personal explorations of a depth 
psychological approach to spirituality.  

space in both programs is limited, and we expect them to fill quickly. Please 
review this brochure and contact me if you have any questions.

Pacifica graduate Institute has joined with the Eranos Foundation in 
a partnership to renew the spirit of Eranos and expand its rich traditions. We hope 
Eranos will become a source of deepening and expanding vision, with nature’s 
beauty and the presence of past wisdom inspiring all who come to this special place. 

The name Eranos is derived from an ancient Greek word referring to a banquet 
where each guest brings contributions of food. It was founded as an intellectual 
discussion group in 1933 by Olga Fröebe-Kapteyn at her estate on the shore of Lake 
Maggiore near Ascona, Switzerland. Under the influence of C.G. Jung, the Eranos 
meetings moved toward the symbolic, archetypal, and mythological.

For more than 80 years, Eranos has been a point of contact for thinkers from such 
diverse fields as depth psychology, comparative religion, history, literary criticism, 
and folklore. This remarkable setting has seen many of the world’s greatest 
visionaries gather to discuss important and far-ranging issues.

COVER IMAGE: Stairs to Sala Eranos Toni d’Anca 
director, Pacifica Public Programs

Pacifica at Eranos
sponsored by pacifica graduate institute in association  
with opus archives and research center

Eranos Founder  
olga Fröbe-Kapteyn 
and c.g. Jung



The Legacy Tour
ZÜRICH, EInsIEdEln, KüsnACHt, AsCOnA, And 
ERAnOs, sWItZERlAnd

Monday, october 7 – Thursday, october 17, 2013  

$3,975 per person 

Limited to 30 Participants   

32 continuing Education credits for MFTs, LcsWs, and rns
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Sunday, October 6 – Arrive in Zürich

We have reserved rooms at a wonderful historic hotel in the niederdorf 
district of old Town Zürich. During the day this area is a shopper’s paradise 
with boutiques, beautiful old houses on the main streets, and a patchwork 
of fascinating alleys. At night cafés, bars, restaurants, and local artists turn it 
into an exciting entertainment center. 

To accommodate different budgets, we have reserved a limited number of 
single, double, and triple rooms at special rates. Rates range from approx-
imagely 150 to 200 Swiss Francs per room, per night, and include breakfast, 
taxes, and service charges. One Swiss Franc (SFr.) is approximately equal to 
one US Dollar. There is an additional tax of SFr. 2.50 per person, per night. 

The Legacy Tour begins with four days in Zürich and the 

surrounding areas. We will visit important sites in Jung’s life, 

including the Psychology Club, the Jung Institute and Jung’s 

house in Küsnacht, the Burghölzli Clinic, and others. There 

will be time to visit Zürich’s museums, theatres, restaurants, 

and shops. We will also explore the picturesque Swiss village 

of Einsiedeln, birthplace of Paracelsus, and home of the Benedictine Monastery, the Black 

Madonna, and Daimon Verlag.

On the fifth day, we will travel to Ascona—on the shores of Lake Maggiore—for five days of 

lectures, discussion, dream circles, and culture at Eranos. At each stop throughout the tour 

we’ll enjoy insightful lectures and discussions by noted Jungian analysts and scholars.

Program is subject to change.

The tradition of depth psychology has a deep intellectual legacy. 
Through an enduring lineage of writers, thinkers, philosophers and teachers, it 

reverberates within the places they gathered. So many among them—including 

C.G. Jung, Mircea Eliade, James Hillman, Joseph Campbell, Marie-Louise Von Franz, 

Karl Kerényi, and Henri Corbin—were drawn to the mountains, valleys, and lakes of 

Switzerland and northern Italy…to Zürich and to Ascona, the home of Eranos. 

In honor of that legacy, we will embark on a pilgrimage from Zürich to the village  

of Ascona, exploring the origins, history, and significance of the life and work of C.G. 

Jung. Our tour guide will be Robert Hinshaw, Jungian analyst and 

long-time resident of Switzerland. Join us for this extraordinary 

journey and experience the legacy of depth psychology. 
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robert hinshaw, Ph.d., has lived and worked in Switzerland since the 

early 1970s. He began training at the old C.G. Jung Institute of Zürich 

(located in the Psychology Club building) and helped to run Spring 

Publications in its early years. The first generation Jungians were his 

teachers, and later his authors and friends. Today he is a training analyst/supervisor 

and faculty member at the Zürich Jung Institute, and publisher of Jungian and related 

literature at Daimon Verlag. He attended his first Eranos Conference in 1972, became 

a student member of the staff, and has maintained an active relationship with Eranos 

throughout the years.

The Legacy Tour kicks off with a Welcome Brunch. Then, we’ll take a 10-minute 
walk to the Psychology club, where Jung reformulated his theories of the 
psyche, collective unconscious, archetypes, individuation, and psychological types. 
In Jung’s day, those interested in analytical psychology would meet at the Club, 

which became a 
model for other 
clubs around 
the world. While 
there, we will be 
introduced to the 
club and hear 
a presentation 
by Emmanuel 
Kennedy-
Xypolitas.

Creativity, Analytical Psychology, and the Work  
of C.G. Jung and Marie-Louise von Franz
with Emmanuel Kennedy-Xypolitas

Essentially, creativity—or “creativeness”—is an activity of the Self, our ego being 
simply the mediator. More precisely, creativity is an activity that is produced by 
the efficacy of the spirit of the unconscious psyche. The unconscious is thus seen 
as the creative factor and innovator. Man or human consciousness is the medium, 
as it were, that carries out the creative urge, and in so doing realizes the hidden 
inner meaning intended by the Self, the irrational Creative. “Spirit” is understood 
in the sense of C.G. Jung as an autonomous, active force of the unconscious that 
generates ideas and thoughts, inspires, invents, and arranges images. Jung writes, 
”Man himself did not create the spirit, rather the spirit makes man creative, always 
spurring him on, giving him ideas...’enthusiasm’ and ‘inspiration.’”

Jung and the 
Burghölzli 
Psychiatric Clinic 
with Robert Hinshaw

The Burghölzli Psychiatric 
Clinic, affiliated with the 
University of Zürich, was an 
important station in Jung’s life. 
He began working there as a 
young assistant doctor shortly 
after completing his medical 
studies in 1900, and departed 
as the Assistant Director under Professor Eugen Bleuler in 1909. It was Bleuler who 
introduced him to the work of Sigmund Freud, and started Jung on his Word Association 
Experiments, which eventually led to his theory of the complexes. His research had been 
designed to test Freud’s ideas. It was in Burghölzli that Jung also began working with his 
first psycholanalytic patient, Sabina Spielrein, who not only recovered, but went on to 
become a psychiatrist herself, working with both Jung and Freud, and contributing original 
ideas to the psychoanalytic movement. This lecture will be held in the Aula, the hall where 
Jung often gave presentations during his Burghölzli years. 

Monday, October 7 in Zürich Tuesday, October 8 in Zürich

We’ll travel by chartered bus to the Burghölzli Psychiatric clinic located at the 
University of Zürich. This is where Jung worked after completing his medical studies. 
It is here that he was introduced to the work of Sigmund Freud, and began working 
with his first psycholanalytic patient. We will visit the clinic and hear a lecture by 
robert hinshaw.

Emmanuel Kennedy-Xypolitas is a Jungian analyst living in Switzerland. He is a 

member of the Executive Committee of the Psychological Club Zürich, the Foundation 

for Jungian Psychology, and the Swiss Foundation Museum for Analytical Psychology. 

He is the Literary Executor of Marie-Louise von Franz, Barbara Hannah, and Anne Ma-

guire. His father knew and worked with Jung and von Franz, and was co-founder and 

president of the C.G. Jung Foundation in New York.
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We’ll take a morning train from Zürich to Einsiedeln, birthplace of Paracelsus 
and home of the Black Madonna, the Benedictine Monastary, and Damion 
Verlag. At the Abbey of Einsiedeln, Switzerland’s greatest pilgrimage shrine, we 
will tour the monastery library and impressive medieval cathedral. 

Einsiedeln is a special town, so we’ve allowed time for lunch and exploration. 
Pick up fruit, bread, and cheese for a picnic, or settle into a café. After lunch, 
we’ll enjoy a lecture by Alfred 
ribi. The day ends with a 
visit to daimon Verlag, a 
well-known Jungian publisher, 
where robert hinshaw will 
host a late afternoon wine 
reception before we take the 
evening train back to Zürich.

Wednesday, October 9 in einsiedeln Thursday, October 10 in Küsnacht

We’ll travel by chartered bus along the eastern shore of Lake Zürich to Küsnacht, the 
suburb where Jung lived and died. We will tour the historic c.g. Jung Institute of 
Zürich with Barbara Weskamp, President of the Curatorium, and renate daniel, 
Director of Training, and hear a lecture by Vicente Luis de Moura. There will also be 
a visit to Jung’s house and grave. 

The evening will be free with time for dinner on our own after our return to Zürich.

Jung, Paracelsus, 
and einsiedeln
with Alfred Ribi

“He who is born in imagination discovers the latent forces of Nature.…  
Besides the stars that are established, there is yet another—Imagination 
—that begets a new star and a new heaven.” —Paracelsus

Born in the Swiss village of Einsiedeln, Theophrast Bombast von Hohenheim, or 
Paracelsus, is best known as the father of modern medicine and one of the original 
alchemists. His work was of great interest to Jung, who delivered a presentation, 
Paracelsus as a Spiritual Phenonemon, at the monastery in Einsiedeln in 1941. 
In this lecture, Jung spoke about how the landscape in Einsiedeln—much wilder 
than it is today—impregnated Paracelsus’ character and influenced his work. “He 
was as hard as the rocks to be found there, as wild as the nature, as uncivilized 
as the surroundings, full of spirits of nature and demons of the weather.” This 
presentation will draw correlations between Jung, Paracelsus, and Einsiedeln, 
illustrating how Paracelsus drew many of his insights from the unconscious.

The Visions Seminar: The Case of Christiana Morgan
with Vicente luis de Moura

The Picture Archives of the C.G. Jung Institute of Zürich is the home of over 4,000 
pictures created by patients of C.G. Jung and other important Jungian analysts. Through 
Jung’s encouragement to express their psychic world in paintings, Jung launched 
his patients on a pilgrimage of archetypal encounters in a quest for psychological 
integration. These images offer an unprecedented view of how Jung worked and the 
effect of his technique in the development of the psyche. During our visit to the Institute, 
Vicente de Moura will share one of the best-documented cases in the Archives, the 
visions of Christiana Morgan in her analysis with C.G. Jung in the 1920s. Using active 
imagination, she went through a deep encounter with her unconscious—an initiation 
process to her underworld and met chthonic gods. She later put her fantasies in a book, 
which could be called a female version of the Red Book.

The house of C.G. Jung
Located on the shore of Lake Zürich in Küsnacht, the house on 
Seestrasse was built by C.G. Jung and Emma Rauschenbach in 
1909. He lived there until his death in 1961. The house is still 
occupied by Jung’s grandson, Andreas, and his wife, Verena. 
Above the door, chiseled in stone, is a Latin verse of a Delphic 
oracle: Called or uncalled, God will be present. We will 
explore the grounds and visit Jung’s library and study, where 
the books are still arranged as Jung originally had them and 
his desk is as he left it. 

Alfred ribi, M.d., is a medical doctor and Jungian analyst who lives 

in Switzerland. Specializing in psychiatry, he received his diploma 

from the C.G. Jung Institute of Zürich, where he was also Director 

of Studies from 1969-71. He is the author of a dozen books and a 

member of the Swiss Paracelsus Society.

Vicente Luis de Moura is psychologist and training analyst. He 

graduated in 1999 at the C.G. Jung Institute in Zürich, where he works 

as Curator of the Picture Archives. Former President of the Susan Bach 

Foundation and member of the SGAP (Swiss Society for Analytical 

Psychology), he works as an analyst and psychotherapist in Zürich.
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Sunday, October 13– 
Thursday, October 17 
in Ascona and eranos

Every morning we will travel via 
shuttle to Eranos. Our program will 
focus on the archetypal factors at 
work in the world, and will include 
presentations, conversations, and 
excursions led by European scholars 
and Pacifica’s faculty.

There will be mid-morning and 
afternoon refreshments each day, 
and a two-hour lunch break with a 
lavish buffet. You will have ample time 
to swim in the lake or sit in casual 
conversation at the round table where 
Jung, Eliade, Kerényi, Neumann, and 
others established their ideas and 
forged relationships. Review the 
following pages for details on the 
presentations at Eranos.

Late each afternoon, we will return 
to Ascona in time to enjoy the sunset, a 
drink with friends, and a delicious meal 
at one of the town’s many restaurants.

on the final evening of the Legacy 
Tour, Thursday, October 17, we will 
gather for a special closing banquet in 
the private garden of a historic hotel.

Saturday,  
October 12  
in Ascona

Friday, October 11  
Zürich to Ascona

Our chartered bus will leave the 
hotel at 1:00 pm for the three-
hour drive to Ascona, where 
you will have previously booked 
a room of your choice. In order 
to offer accommodations fitting 
different budgets, we have 
reserved single and double rooms 
at four hotels which are all near 
one another. Rates range from 
SFr. 110 to SFr. 425 per room, per 
night. (1 SFr. Is approximately 
equal to 1 US Dollar) Rates 
include breakfast, taxes, and 
service charges.

Sleep in or explore Ascona. This 
colorful former fishing village 
is a favorite with artists and an 
important cultural venue. Blessed 
with an exceptional climate, 
Ascona is on a long, narrow lake 
called Lago Maggiore. Its shores 
are dotted with sandy beaches 
and great green meadows. 

In the evening we will gather for 
a welcome dinner at a local cafe 
in Ascona. This transitional time 
will give us a chance to reminisce 
about our northern journey and 
anticipate the week ahead.

James hillman and reflections on the Senex and Puer
with safron Rossi

The Senex and Puer are central archetypal figures in James Hillman’s psychology. This 
lecture will explore their presence in a number of valences. This includes deepening our 
sense of the Senex and Puer styles of consciousness through mythic figures, reflecting 
on the presence of these figures in his writing, and finally how this pair is present and 
archetypally necessary to an archive, and Hillman’s in particular. Safron Rossi spent three 
years working with James Hillman on his collection, and will share her essay “From Attic 
to Basement and In-between” which records her experiences with him. 

eranos: A Vision and its realization
with Robert Hinshaw

How did the Eranos Conferences come to be? Who was Olga Fröbe-Kapteyn, and what led 
her to found the entity that became known as Eranos? What significant events took place 
here, and who were the key players? What was Jung’s role and how was he stimulated 
by his experiences there? What role have the Eranos Conferences played in the world of 
Jungian Psychology? What have its guiding principles been? This presentation will address 
such questions, and help us orient ourselves in this beautiful and historic space.   

See page 7 for Robert Hinshaw’s biographical information.

safron rossi, Ph.d., is Curator of Collections at Opus Archives & 

Research Center, home of the Joseph Campbell and James Hillman 

manuscript and archival collections. She is also Associate Core Faculty 

at Pacifica Graduate Institute, teaching courses on mythology and 

depth psychology. Her writing and scholarly studies focus on archetypal 

psychology, the western astrological tradition, goddess traditions, and feminist studies. 

Sunday, October 13 at eranos
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Fate, Free Will, and Destiny: The Self as Spiritus rector
with lionel Corbett

According to Jung, free will means doing gladly and freely that which one must 
do, and that without freedom there can be no morality. This presentation will 
discuss Jung’s idea that the Self is a guiding spirit in the personality, and that the 
personality has a specific destiny. We will look at traditional ideas of fate, destiny, 
and free will from antiquity to modern times, including the views of other depth 
psychologists, philosophers, and existentialists. We will discuss Jung’s stress on the 
importance of vocation as “fidelity to the law of one’s own being.” 

Monday, October 14 at eranos Tuesday, October 15 at eranos  
and in the Swiss Countryside
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with Willow Young

This presentation explores Jung’s experience of being Swiss, his lifelong engagement with 
the natural world, his study of the Natural Sciences, the emergence of late 19th century 
scientific thinking, and the dreams that decided his course of study in medicine, psychiatry, 
and the exploration of the unconscious. We will listen, as Jung did, with two ears—to the 
metaphorical image of Nature and to the actual physical world of the natural sciences 
and physics. Jung writes, “Without my piece of earth, my life’s work would not have come 
into being.” We will reflect on Jung’s antidote to the loss of contact with Nature—that is, 
to listen deeply to Nature, by paying close attention to our dreams and inner figures and 
cultivating the sensibilities of leisure by simply sitting and allowing “Nature to affect us.”

Dreaming Jung’s Legacy Forward:  
Dream Tending at eranos
with stephen Aizenstat

Dream workers of the 21st Century pay homage to Carl Jung by carrying his 
insights forward. The “heartbeat” of Dream Tending, Dr. Stephen Aizenstat’s 
orientation to dreams, is the recognition that dream images are alive. In this 
session, he will introduce Dream Tending as a system of healing that is useful in 
working with the concerns of personal life as well as the world soul. Dr. Aizenstat 
will elaborate on the idea that images are alive and, at root, elemental…part of 
Nature’s Dreaming. In the beautiful, tradition-steeped setting of Eranos, he will 
invite participants to gather in dream circles where they will learn to experience 
dream images as living, embodied beings, engaged in their own activities. 

In the Footsteps of Jung: Walking the Alpine hills
with Willow Young and Roberto Buffi

With the morning’s musings in mind, we will trace Jung’s sojourns on an ancient path 
from Ascona to Arcegno and back, letting Nature and the Swiss countryside affect us. 
We will shuttle from Eranos to Arcegno, where we will have lunch and gather with Dr. 
Roberto Buffi, a forest engineer and founder of the Forest Education Centre in Arcegno. A 
moderate two-mile hike will take us to a meadow often visited by Carl and Emma Jung. 
There will be opportunities to relax, write, and sketch. On the return walk, we will enjoy 
traditional cuisine in a local Grotto.

Willow young, M.A., L.M.F.T., is a core faculty member and Chair 

of Pacifica’s Counseling Psychology Program. She is a Jungian analyst 

member of the C.G. Jung Study Center of Southern California. In her 

research of the archetype of the feminine, she explored the foundational 

value of nature to the individuation process. She is researching Jung’s 

volumes and seminars, including The Red Book.

stephen Aizenstat, Ph.d., is the Chancellor and founding presi-

dent of Pacifica Graduate Institute. He is a Clinical Psychologist, a 

Marriage Family Therapist, and a credentialed schoolteacher and 

counselor. Dr. Aizenstat’s Dream Tending methods extend dream 

work to the vision of an animated world where the living images in 

dreams are experienced as embodied and originating in the psyche of Nature as well 

as persons. His book, Dream Tending, describes multiple applications of dreamwork. 

Lionel corbett, M.d., trained in medicine and psychiatry in 

England and as a Jungian analyst at the C.G. Jung Institute 

of Chicago. He is a faculty member at Pacifica teaching depth 

psychology. He is the author of Psyche and the Sacred: Spirituality 
Beyond Religion, The Religious Function of the Psyche, and The 

Sacred Cauldron: Psychotherapy as a Spiritual Practice. 

roberto Buffi, Ph.d., is a forest engineer with a Ph.D. in Natural Sciences. 

As Forest Inspector in Locarno, Switzerland, Dr. Buffi promoted the first 

forest reserves in the Canton of Ticino, and founded the Forest Education 

Center in Arcegno. He is a candidate in analytic training at the Research 

and Training Center for Depth Psychology in Zürich. 
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rereading Jung after The red Book
with sonu shamdasani

Liber Novus, or Jung’s Red Book, published in 2009, shed new light on Jung and 
his life’s work. This seminar presents an introduction to rereading Jung after The 
Red Book—considering the works that came after, in the light of what preceded 
and gave rise to them, and through the mutual illumination of Jung’s private and 
public opus. Participants are asked to read The Red Book: A Reader’s Edition and 
C.G. Jung: A Biography in Books prior to the program.

Wednesday, October 16 at eranos

Thursday, October 17 at eranos

Mirror of the Present: The I Ching, Jung, and eranos
with shantena Augusto sabbadini

“The I Ching is a formidable psychological system that endeavours to organize the  
play of archetypes into a pattern, so that a reading becomes possible.”  —C.G. Jung

The I Ching is an ancient Chinese oracle, rooted in a shamanic tradition almost four 
thousand years old. It exerted an important influence on C.G. Jung and particularly on 
his introducing the notion of synchronicity. Drawing on The Original I Ching Oracle, 
translated by Rudolf Ritsema and Shantena Sabbadini, this session will explore the origins 
and development of the I Ching oracle and its psychological use in the Eranos Round 
Table Sessions. We will also take a look at some interesting insights opened up by the 
application of the Eranos approach to the I Ching to another Chinese classic, the Tao Te 
Ching. Participants interested in exploring the practice of I Ching consultation in greater 
depth will be able to do so in individual sessions with Shantena Sabbadini.

Joseph Campbell, C.G. Jung,  
and the Symbol Without Meaning
with safron Rossi

Joseph Campbell’s 1957 Eranos presentation, “The Symbol Without Meaning,” 
is a radical response to the ideas in Jung’s 1934 presentation “Archetypes of the 
Collective Unconscious.” The central theme is the problem of original experience 
of the archetypal realm and the meaning-making function that comes through 
inherited mythologies, symbolic traditions, and dogmas. This question about the 
function of inherited symbols and mythologies versus the experience of the new 
symbols applies to one of the epic questions of our day—what is the new myth 
that is emerging for the globe? While Jung and Campbell cannot tell us what it is, 
this lectures show a way of engaging the question by means of living the question.

See page 11 for Safron Rossi’s biographical information.

shantena Augusto sabbadini worked as a theoretical physicist at 

the University of Milan, Italy, and the University of California. He was 

involved in research on the foundations of quantum physics and in 

the first identification of a black hole. In the 1990s and early 2000s he 

helped organize the Eranos Round Table Sessions and lectured at Eranos about the I Ching, 

physics, and philosophy. He is Associate Director of the Pari Center for New Learning in 

Tuscany, Italy. For more information on his work, visit www.shantena.com.

sonu shamdasani is Philemon Professor of Jung History at 

University College London. He is the author and editor of numerous 

works, including The Red Book, C.G. Jung: A Biography in Books, 
and, with James Hillman, The Lament of the Dead: Psychology After 
Jung’s Red Book (forthcoming in August, 2013).
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COST PER PERSON: $3,975

TO APPly FOR THE TOUR: The Legacy Tour is limited to 30 participants. We anticipate this program to fill 
and encourage you to apply as soon as possible. To apply, please complete the form in the brochure or visit www.
pacifia.edu/eranos. Send a deposit of $800 per person with the completed and signed application form, along 
with a one-page letter describing your interest in participating in the program. If you are accepted, the balance of 
$3,175 must be received no later than August 25, 2013. We reserve the right to cancel a reservation if full payment 
is not received by this date, as we anticipate a wait list and have overseas commitments to finalize.

ACCEPTANCE: You will be notified via email within a week of receipt of your registration as to your acceptance 
into the program. If accepted, your deposit will be processed and confirmation materials, including hotel informa-
tion, will be sent to you. 

THE lEGACy TOUR INClUDES: All lectures with Pacifica and European faculty; tours to the Psychology 
Club, the Jung Institute, Jungs’s house and grave, the Burghölzli Clinic, and the Einsiedeln Monastery; a brunch, a 
reception, 4 lavish buffet lunches, a box lunch, 2 special dinners, mid-morning and afternoon refreshment service; 
round-trip chartered bus service from Zürich to Küsnacht and the Burghölzli Clinic, round trip train service to 
Einsiedeln, one-way chartered bus service from Zürich to Ascona, round trip shuttle service from hotels in Ascona 
to Eranos for 5 days; and continuing education credit.

THE lEGACy TOUR DOES NOT INClUDE: Air travel and ground transportation to Zürich, air travel and 
ground transportation from Ascona, hotel accommodations, some meals, optional activities, beverages, items of a 
personal nature, tips to museum guides, motorcoach drivers, and hotel service staff, or travel insurance.

CONTINUING EDUCATION CREDIT: 32 hours are available for RNs through the Board of Registered 
Nurses Provider #CEP 7177 and for MFTs and LCSWs through the California Board of Behavioral Sciences Provider 
#PCE 2278. 

CANCEllATION, WITHDRAWAl, REFUND: Registrations are not transferrable. All cancellations must 
be made in writing and received by August 25, 2013 for a full refund, less a $150 per person processing fee. 
There is NO REFUND for cancellations received after this date. If you leave the program for any reason, there is NO 
REFUND for unused services. If the program is cancelled or postponed by Pacifica or Eranos, due to enrollment level 
or other unforeseeable circumstances, all fees will be refunded in full. If the program is cancelled or postponed, 
Pacifica and Eranos assume no responsibility for participant’s cancelled air tickets or other prepaid transportation 
arrangements.

IMPORTANT HEAlTH NOTE: We welcome all travelers, but request that you be in good physical condition 
in order to enjoy the tour to the fullest. As a participant you must be able to keep up with the group, walk a 
few miles, traverse uneven terrain, climb steps, and get on and off motorcoaches, trains, and shuttles on your 
own. Additionally, Eranos is not wheelchair accessible. We regret that we cannot provide individual assistance. 
We reserve the right to remove at any time anyone whose physical condition, in our opinion, compromises the 
operation of the tour or detracts from your enjoyment or safety, or that of other participants. In that event, Pacifica 
assumes no financial responsibility for any unused portion of the tour. The signed application is also a release of 
liability, required for all participants. A medical certificate signed by a physician may be required for participants 
over 70 years of age.

TRAVEl: You will want to fly into Zürich as The Legacy Tour begins there. We will provide transport from Zürich 
to Ascona, but you are responsible for travel arrangements from Ascona after the program. We highly recommend 
travel insurance that covers the costs of unforeseen medical, travel & emergency expenses should you need to 
cancel or cut your trip short. Visit www.pacifica.edu/eranos for information on travel, including airports and train 
stations near Zürich and Ascona.

RESPONSIBIlITy: The potential liability of Pacifica, Eranos, and staff is strictly limited. As an example, there 
is no liability for any consequential indirect or incidental damages arising from this agreement. Also as examples, 
Pacifica is not liable for injury, damage, loss, accident, or delay that may be caused by events not within our control, 
including strikes, the defects of any vehicle, or the negligence or default of any third party. Baggage and personal 
effects are at all times the sole responsibility of the participant. Pacifica reserves the right to decline to accept an 
application or, as stated above, to remove a person from the tour if it is determined to be in the best interest of the 
health, safety, and general wellbeing of the group. We will make every effort to operate our tour as planned, but 
reserve the right to make itinerary changes as necessary. 

 NAME  

 ADDRESS  

CITY / STATE / ZIP / POSTAL CODE                                                                                    COUNTRY                                        

PHONE                                                                                        FAX 

EMAIL                                                                                                

ACCOMMODATIONS 

Are you interested in sharing a room?    Yes      No

PAyMENT
$3,975 Full Payment enclosed

$800 Deposit enclosed ($3,175 balance due by August 25, 2013) 

   Check made payable to Pacifica Graduate Institute

   VISA       MasterCard       Discover       American Express

CARD NUMBER                                                        

SIGNATURE OF CARDHOLDER                                                                                                                                              

EXPIRATION DATE                                                         3-DIGIT VERIFICATION                                                                   

I have read the information and and agree to the terms and conditions described in this brochure and 

would like to participate in The Pacifica at Eranos Legacy Tour. 

SIGNATURE OF PARTICIPANT                                                                                             DATE 

Legacy Tour Application 
October 7–17, 2013
Please complete a separate form for each participant.

Pacifica graduate Institute Public Programs/Eranos  
249 Lambert Road, Carpinteria, CA 93013

tel 805.969.3626, ext. 103    fax 805.879.7392    publicprograms@pacifica.edu   www.pacifica.edu/eranos

General Information

The Legacy  Tour


